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DEAL PIPELINE VIEW
Once you’ve logged into the system, you’ll find yourself on the homescreen,
or Deal Pipeline view. This serves as a dashboard with easy to use filtering to
identify critical insights into your deals in flight.
You can easily sort and filter your deals, and keep an eye on the overall health
of your pipeline with quick looks at attributes like the overall deal score.
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It’s your entire portfolio at your fingertips.
From the homepage you can easily toggle back and forth between tabs to
view your pipeline, review deals that are currently funded and on your books,
and keep track of deals that have been rejected or lost. Blooma also stores
data on loans that are already paid off so you can easily view historical records
on how you’ve underwritten your deals in the past.
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D E A L S U M M A R Y PA G E
The Deal Summary page is designed to give
you quick access to all the critical details of
your deal — without the need to navigate
back and forth between multiple pages.
This single page view displays highlights of
all the most relevant deal information, with
direct hyperlinks to deep dive into more
detailed analysis.

Hyperlinks allow you to easily expand, or click through, to additional
details so you can customize and dive into your deal.

From this one screen, you’ll have access to:
•

Deal Score

•

Market Data

•

Deal Valuations

•

Cash Flow / Liquidity

•

Unit Mix

•

Stress Testing

•

In-Place Rent Rolls

•

Loan Highlights

•

Comparable
Highlights

•

Property Details
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DOCUMENT UPLOAD CENTER
Documents uploaded into Blooma will be processed with w AI.

Users can upload files and
documents to a Deal once
it has been created through
the Bulk Upload Documents
link located on the footer of
the Summary page.
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Once expanded, the Bulk
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Upload allows users to
upload documents for all
collaterals and contacts
related to a Deal.

The time it takes Blooma’s system to process these files may vary depending
on their size and complexity. Users will receive a pop up when the file has
successfully been sent for Intelligent AI.
After the files are parsed and
reviewed for accuracy, users will
receive an email notifying them
when their deal has been
updated with new
information.
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GROSS REVENUE
Users can enter an alternative gross revenue on the proforma cash flow. In
addition to the current rent comp revenue and rent roll revenue, you can
simply key in a manual value for the annual revenue of the collateral. This
allows you to create a completely customizable proforma valuation.

Access the Income Statement (1) by clicking the Proforma Income link from
the Deal Summary page and (2) choose Alternative Gross Revenue from the
dropdown.
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Rent Roll Revenue
Rent Comps Revenue
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Alternative Gross Revenue
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(3) Then simply click on
the MultiFamily or Office
hyperlinks and (4) key in
your updated value.
With the ability to edit
all of the fields in the
Proforma, it’s completely
customizeable to your
preferences.
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Or, click through to

C O M PA R A B L E S

customize*

Comparables summary data
is displayed on the Deal
Summary page, but users
can also access a direct link
from the Deal Summary to
manage all comparables on
a newly revamped and userfriendly pop-up window.
View comparables highlights
from the Deal Summary
screen

*Detailed View

F R O M T H I S V I E W, Y O U C A N :
•

Quickly navigate between sales &
rent comps in the same view

•

View included & excluded
comparables in a single list

•

Search for specific comparables
using any of the listed attributes

•

Sort and filter through featured
comparables for easy organization
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C R E AT I N G & R E F R E S H I N G C O M PA R A B L E S
Users can access either the Create or Refresh Comparables options by selecting
the three dots in the upper right-hand corner of the pop up box.

Excel-like formatting allows you to
easily input and edit information for

You have the option to

each of the comparable fields

either remove or merge
your newly added comps
with the existing list

Users can refresh comparables in two ways using the options shown above.
They can either refresh and reset the full included/excluded comparable list or
refresh comparables while still maintaining their included/excluded comparable
selections. Choosing the second option preserves any manual customizations
or changes to the provided data set.
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faster insights, smarter decisions

Today, the CRE lending industry is filled with pointsolutions
cobble

that

together

leave

lenders

broken

on

solutions

their

own

putting

to

their

businesses at risk. We’re here to change that.
Blooma is a simple, all-in-one lending solution
that empowers lenders to spend less time
reading documents and spreading financials,
and more time closing the transactions
that

keep

our

industry

growing.
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